
warm & cozy flannel
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

And it’s making its 
presence known with 
a whole collection of 
adorable colors and 
prints. From stuff for 
their toes to stuff for 
their toy boxes, we 
have project ideas for 
everybody in the family.

PANTS: McCall’s Pattern #3189

Flannel is here to stay! 

Pocket: McCall’s Pattern #3189



Pocket: McCall’s Pattern #3189

Shoes: Simplicity Pattern #2278

<— Pocket Watch Put a little 
love in a so-so tank top with the 
addition of a handy pinstriped pocket. 
We used McCall’s Pattern #3189 to make 
the pocket (and the pants on the cover 
too). The embroidered iron-on letters 
are sold in the Wearables Department.

MEOW MIX You don’t have to be a kid to 
believe this famous kitty is the cat’s meow. To join 
the craze, try slipping your paws into cozy flannel 
lounge shoes made with Simplicity Pattern #2278 
or McCall’s #4123 for the neck pillow. 

—>
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flip for flannel 

Basket: Simplicity Pattern #3776

It’s an always-been-there 
fabric, but it’s got a fresh new 
look. We’re talking about 
irresistible prints, from sweet 
to sophisticated. We’re talking 
about trendy colors, from bold 
to mellow. We’re talking about 
the soft, comfy, make-you-
happy feel of 
flannel! And 
we’ll tell you a 
secret: it isn’t 
just for clothes. —>
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 What’s in 
store Need 
a soft spot for 
stray toys or spare 
blankies? A cushy 
flannel catch-all—
we used a whole 
slew of cutie pie 
prints for ours—
should do the trick. 
Follow Simplicity 
Pattern #3776 to 
make a set of three 
graduated sizes.



Loungewear: Simplicity Pattern #3935—> SCENE IT ALL Flannel sticks to flannel. 
That’s why this no-fuss, doubles-as-décor play 
center works so well. To make it, cover foam board 
with flannel, and place it in a coordinating frame. 
Then cut out and piece together the shapes of 
your choice. Use fusible web to adhere another piece 
of flannel (cut to the same silhouette) to the back of 
each shape for stability. Important: Always follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions when using fusible web.

—>carry on   When it comes to accessories for your 
favorite little cuddler, you want soft, easy, functional, 
and just plain adorable. Oh, that’s definitely a job

 for flannel. To make this roomy diaper bag, choose 
three precious flannel prints—and then cozy up to  
Simplicity Pattern #1824. 

<— Ready to Robe   What’s perfect for a stay-
at-home and count-your-toes kind of day? 

 A purr-fectly adorable flannel robe in an irresistable 
kitten print. You can have your favorite little lady 
kitty-clad in no time with some help from Simplicity 
Pattern #1946. It features a look for every member 
of the family.
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city slicker Here’s an all-boy version of our scenic-wonder play center  
(see reverse panel), featuring the cutest cloud-pattern flannel this side of 
Metropolis. Hang the cityscape at your kiddo’s eye level, and watch him go to 
town...superhero town.
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Burp Cloth: Simplicity Pattern #6478

monster mashup We followed McCall’s 
Pattern #6411 to create this make-you-grin monster 
appliqué. But instead of creating a full-size pillow sham as 
the pattern indicates, we made a basic cover for a 12" x 16" 
pillow form. And hey—the big guy seems right at home!
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

www.hobbylobby.com  •    •  Fabric - 716340

Cape, mask and star appliqués:  McCall’s Pattern #6626
I need a hero Man of steel, meet flannel! We 
strayed a little from the McCall’s cape pattern by adding a 
homemade comic-book-style appliqué and loads of shiny 
sequin trim. And we embellished (belt and star appliqués) 
on an off-the-shelf shirt to round out the outfit. 

Pony: McCall’s Pattern #35973

McCall’s Pattern #3597 
also includes  
instructions for  
four more  
adorable  
critters.

pony up Flannel and cuddles go together
like cookies and milk. And that means this cozy fabric is a 
natural choice for sew-’em-at-home stuffed animals.
We chose a happy star print for our sweet little show pony. 


